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The value of Subaru AWD is recognised worldwide.
The inherent superiority of Symmetrical AWD has been
proven over and over in the unforgiving arena of the FIA
World Rally Championships. Here, the same cuttingedge technologies used in road cars are tested in the
toughest conditions, showing their true value, and
reinforcing their benefits.

A system for pure driving pleasure.

Only from
What is “Subaru Symmetrical AWD?”

Subaru.

In rallies or on the road, our philosophy is to translate the
driver’s every wish directly into action, with cars that drive,
corner and stop exactly as the driver wants. Such complete
control

means

smoother

driving technique, making full
use of Subaru’s inherent
advantages. It captures the
very

essence

of

active

driving. But there’s more than simply on-the-road pleasure in
store. There’s the added reward of greater safety, too.

Subaru and the pursuit of safety.
Active Driving and Active Safety should go hand in hand.
Because stability is maintained right up to the limits of
performance, you can enjoy your drive with confidence.
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The determined development of Symmetrical AWD and new
technologies have been the driving force behind Subaru for
many years now. The reason for such dedication is that
Subaru wants to get back to the basics - building cars that
more and more people can enjoy handling with complete

1990 Legacy: Drivetrain

confidence. These ideal cars will then reward every Subaru
owner with superior all round performance that follows the
driver’s wishes perfectly. Subaru started producing 4-wheel
drive vehicles in 1972. Since then, we’ve introduced a series

Why Subaru

of technological breakthroughs, each improving and

choose AWD.

perfecting a unique Symmetrical AWD system that constantly adjusts torque distribution to the wheels. This single
minded approach to achieving perfection is what makes
a all Subaru cars perform so
uniquely well on the road. It’s
not just about better handling
in extreme conditions. It’s about taking the whole driving
experience to new levels – making life easier, safer and
more enjoyable for every driver, in everyday situations. By

1978 Leone: Easy operating gear shift levers
1990 Legacy: Front suspension

understanding how this core conviction directly affects the
way you handle the road ahead, you’ll be able to relate each
technology to the benefits it brings, and the implications for
more confident motoring in the future.
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The evidence of confidence.

Te c h n i c a l f e a t u r e s .

The advantage of
Subaru Symmetrical AWD.
Subaru has been convinced for decades that the ideal powertrain for
delivering performance with safety is Symmetrical AWD. Why not
front or real wheel drive? Both undoubtedly have their advantages in
certain conditions. But overall, only power distributed to four wheels
instead of two can bring together enjoyable driving and a greater

A
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feeling of security in all situations. Let’s explain why… First, there’s
the radical combination of placing short, low centre of gravity
Horizontally-Opposed Engines and a straight transmission layout
along the centre line of the vehicle. That creates a stable structure
to start with, for superb cornering and responsiveness. With the
AWD system at its heart, the whole package is highly efficient –
Symmetrical AWD’s balance is mainly

providing very precise steering response in corners, as well as

due to longitudinally mounted com-

surefooted stability when travelling at high speeds and in bad

ponents, with almost total side-to-side

weather. It is this level of balance and predictability, centred on
Subaru’s hallmark AWD, which gives agility and response beyond
the capabilities of conventional AWD systems. That’s why Subaru
has championed this key technology for so long.

symmetry. Engines are mounted low
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Engine
Transmission
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Rear differential

down, while most heavy items (like the
transmission) are further back, within
the wheelbase. So, not only is weight
balanced laterally, but the centre of
gravity lies ideally between front and

P6: Horizontally-Opposed, 6-cylinder, DOHC, 24-valve, gasoline engine (Cutaway model)
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rear wheels.
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Power on your side.

Te c h n i c a l f e a t u r e s .

The advantages of
a Horizontally-Opposed Engine.
Subaru’s Horizontally-Opposed Engines

Horizontally-Opposed Engine

are what make the whole drivetrain layout
possible. The key to this flat engine
configuration is its opposing pistons
effectively balance out each others’ vibrations. Compared with In-line
or V-type engines, this gives smooth, seamless, fluent power delivery
right through the rev range. (Once again, symmetry is the secret). Even

In-line Engine

more important, the design is shorter and shallower than other
engines, which means we can make ours more compact, lightweight
and very rigid. In turn, this lets us fit the engine way down in the
chassis, to give that very low centre of gravity. Both In-line and V-type
plants have advantages and disadvantages – as you can see on the
right. But the built-in benefits of the ‘Boxer’ engine have proved to
Subaru (and Subaru owners) that this is the one true way to harness
performance and ally it with remarkable drivability. Whatever the road,
whatever the conditions, whatever the challenges, we firmly believe
that this is the route to genuine all-round refinement.
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In-line Engine
In principle, this layout is perfectly sound
according to engineering principles.
Balance is good, but in practice, it’s
difficult to keep rigidity and avoid
unwanted vibrations, because of the
pistons changing from upward to
downward movement.

V-type engine

V-type engine
Again, the idea is right in theory. Make the
engine more compact, and you should also
help counteract the tendency for pistons to
fight against each other. However, in the
high-rev, high-torque bands, you still tend
to experience unwanted vibrations.
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Delivering performance.

Te c h n i c a l f e a t u r e s .

To r q u e D i s t r i b u t i o n s y s t e m .

LSD (Limited Slip Differential)

Whether it’s tackling a gravel-strewn FIA WRC special

At the very core of

stage, or simply running into standing water on tarmac,

this complement to

keeping your car stable by getting the best possible

AWD

traction is vital. That’s where the technology of our torque

Subaru’s centre lim-

distribution system sets Subaru apart from conventional

ited slip differential.

4-wheel drive set-ups. Evolved from the very outset

A sophisticated mechanism controls torque distribution

specifically for Symmetrical AWD, it actively distributes

and limits tyre slip pro-actively, rather than reactively,

engine torque to individual wheels – not just to front or

depending on the different surfaces you encounter along

rear axles, as some others do. Second by second, our

your journey. This real time adjustment makes sure that a

smart system automatically adjusts the amount of torque,

Subaru always uses its AWD traction and stability to the

giving maximum grip and stability wherever and

full. But it’s not just for slippery and adverse conditions

whenever it’s needed – not only in extreme conditions,

either. So, while you may never see our central

but in everyday driving. The result is dynamic handling

differential in the flesh, it’s very reassuring to know that

that feels truly intuitive, making the car behave like an

this marriage of technology and mechanical engineering

extension of the driver’s body and mind. So, even when

is constantly working with all the other Subaru

road conditions change unexpectedly, torque distribution

technologies, to keep your car more stable, and

plays a crucial role in achieving the goal of stability

you safer.

stability

is

and control.
P10: Centre differential gear
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Advanced physics.

The Agility.

Conventional
Power Train Layout

Driving Dexterity
When you’re sweeping through a difficult bend, or making a high speed
lane change to avoid an unexpected obstacle, you need sharpness of

Subaru AWD layout

response, naturally – but without any unwanted after-effects in the
car’s behaviour. This is where a Subaru’s natural agility and neutral
handling characteristics help keep you safely on your intended course.
Wheel base

They’re born out of combination of factors that go to make up the ideal
drivetrain layout. First, there’s the inherent agility of much lower
mounted, lightweight Horizontally-Opposed Engines. In turn, their
positioning is made possible by the location of the main drivetrain
components. With the heavy items – like the transmission, transfer

Conventional front wheel
based AWD layout

case, differential and propeller shaft – mounted inside the wheelbase,
weight distribution is much better balanced between the front and rear
of the car. There’s no surplus weight overhanging that could react
adversely after sudden manoeuvres. And, since the layout is also
symmetrical from left to right, Subaru makes cornering a much more
assured business than with other types of drivetrain configuration.
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Conventional rear wheel
based AWD layout
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Redefined dynamics.

The Agility.

A Balanced body

Ya w M o m e n t / I n e r t i a

Body control is the second way to achieve nimble, athletic

Whenever a car turns a corner, centrifugal force acts on the body

performance in cornering – especially where changes of direction

to move it outwards. This motion is amplified when the centre of

follow each other in quick succession (as illustrated opposite). Under

gravity is high, so the car takes longer to recover its equilibrium

these circumstances, Subaru’s low centre of gravity complies much

afterwards. This ‘pendulum’ effect is well understood, which is

better with the laws of physics, instead of the driver trying to

another reason for relying on Subaru’s Symmetrical All-Wheel

compensate for their effects. Again, the Horizontally-Opposed Engine

Drive. The amount of force generated is called yaw moment or

plays a major part in resolving the equation. The higher the centre of

inertia. When you move the weight of the ‘pendulum’ closer to the

gravity, the easier it is to lose balance and control, because the front

centre of gravity (as we do), the yaw moment is much smaller, the

of the car is heavy, so it tends to roll more through bends. With Subaru,

car is easier to turn, rolls less, and handling is considerably more

it’s a case of the lower the better – which is why there’s such a

poised and stable.

Symmetrical AWD

Symmetrical AWD

Other power train Layout

Other power train Layout

dramatic difference between the two examples on the next page. The
body language in a Subaru is always composed and stable, making
driving more comfortable, less tiring and ultimately, more enjoyable. –
Exactly why Subaru makes cars the way it does.
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Controlled cornering.

T h e S t a b i l i t y a n d Tr a c t i o n .

W h a t i s Tr a c t i o n ?

With a constant engine power of 100ps in conceptional case.

Only when tyres are turning, and those palm-sized patches of rubber

Symmetrical AWD

are gripping the road, can a car’s torque make it go where the driver

Outclassing ordinary 4WDs, this

wants. Obviously, Subaru’s Symmetrical AWD is superior here,

control and maximum stability, all in

25PS

25PS

25PS

system delivers crisp turning, easy

perfect

certainly over 2-wheel drive. But, with the amount of torque

25PS

balance.

It’s

the

ideal

combination of the virtues of front and
rear wheel drive in one, without any of

transmitted to each wheel being constantly adjusted in real time, it

their potential drawbacks.

even outperforms other AWD systems. Better traction, grip and surer
turning are yet another tribute to Subaru’s superior torque distribution
technologies. By comparison, 2-wheel drive merely does what it says.

FWD

50PS

Here, front wheels control power and
steering, leaving the rears just

Whether it’s through front or rear wheels, there are always two tyres
not getting any torque – so they have no part in governing the way
power is used to control the car. On the other hand, Subaru’s advanced

supporting the body. Turning is more
stable, so control is easier, but less
sharp. And, if too much power is
applied, front wheels lose grip and the
car understeers.

50PS

Symmetrical AWD brings together the best attributes of both systems,
without any of their compromises, and is even better than ordinary
4-wheel drives. Capitalizing on these strengths, sophisticated,

RWD

50PS

Conversely, with rear wheel drive and

rally-derived long travel suspension also helps maintain optimum

front wheel steering, turning is

tyre-to-road contact at all times.

Apply too much throttle in this case,

sharper, but somewhat less stable.

and the car will tend towards
oversteering in corners.

50PS
P16: Suspension
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Natural poise.

T h e S t a b i l i t y a n d Tr a c t i o n .

Symmetrical AWD

Subaru Vehicle Dynamics Control system

When it comes to secure handling and stability, in normal or adverse conditions,

That’s where Subaru Vehicle Dynamics Control* system saves the day. As an adjunct to the

Subaru’s Symmetrical AWD will always have the edge over other 4WD systems. Here,

full-time security of AWD, it acts as a vital backstop in emergencies, kicking in only when it’s

instinctive rally-proven capabilities inspire you to drive the car as you want – even when

really needed. Sensors monitor vehicle speed, throttle opening, gear position, lateral G, yaw

travelling fast over rough or slippery roads, where traction can easily be compromised.

rate, brake status, steering wheel angle – analysing the actual driving situation. Then, a

Again, it’s all about the enjoyment of handling Subaru cars with complete confidence. In

computer simultaneously co-ordinates control of torque distribution, engine output and ABS

other manufacturers’ systems, low traction levels usually activate some form of traction

– using braking on the outside-front or outside-front and rear tyres to stop the car from

control, instead of relying solely on the vehicle’s AWD ability. That’s what can lead to

spinning. None of which detracts from your everyday pleasure in driving your Subaru. But

instability when cornering on wet or greasy surfaces. At Subaru, we believe that the first

even if Subaru Vehicle Dynamics Control system never betrays its presence, it’s very

line of defence should always be Symmetrical AWD, which constantly keeps grip at its

reassuring to know it’s there if needed.

Sure-footed road
holding in almost any conditions

Dry road

best. However, we also recognise
that sometimes, a driver could meet

Rough road

with a situation that needs quite

* Available on certain models.

Subaru Vehicle Dynamics Control
system automatically uses the correct
amount of braking to the wheels to
prevent the car from skidding, thus
helping you avoid obstacles while
staying in full control of your vehicle.

sudden and violent avoiding action.
We t r o a d

Where reaction is delayed, the
Obstruction

steering wheel may also be turned
Snowy road

Ti g h t c o r n e r

extremely quickly to swerve away.
This could then possibly precipitate
a spin.

P18: The photograph is an image.
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Towards Perfect Balance
Our AWD system has been continuously proven on the toughest
rallies on earth and recently helped win us another FIA WRC Drivers
Championship. We utilise this identical Symmetrical AWD system for
both the World Rally Car and the production cars. We hope this
booklet has helped you see how the teamwork in technologies makes
driving a Subaru different from other cars. Understanding how these
technologies work together, and the fact we continuously improve
them, can only add to your enjoyment of Subaru motoring. These
are true drivers’ cars, with a world-class combination of agility,

Subaru Sy m m e tric a l AW D

1995
FIA WRC Manufacturers Champion
FIA WRC Drivers Champion
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1996
FIA WRC Manufacturers Champion

1997
FIA WRC Manufacturers Champion

2001
FIA WRC Drivers Champion

stability and traction for superb handling, performance and safety.

2003
FIA WRC Drivers Champion
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